10:00 AM
WOMEN OF THE GULAG
RUSSIA (40 MINS)
The compelling and tragic stories of six women as last survivors of the Soviet Gulag.

SURVIVING INTERNATIONAL BOULEVARD: DOMESTIC CHILD SEX-TRAFFICKING
USA (20 MINS)
USA The complex reality of domestic child sex trafficking through the intersecting experiences of two local women from Oakland, California.

2:00 PM
WAKING DREAM
MEXICO/USA (52 MINS)
The stories of six undocumented young people as they sit in limbo between deportation and a path to citizenship.

EVEN IN THE DARKNESS
USA (27 MINS)
A priest’s encounters with the homeless, addicts, sex workers, and those in need in San Francisco. Explores questions of faith, the necessity of interpersonal contact, and the power of empathy.

4:00 PM
WHICH WAY HOME?
MEXICO/USA (83 MINS)
The personal side of immigration through the eyes of children who face harrowing dangers with enormous courage and resourcefulness as they endeavor to make it to the United States.

THIS BEING HUMAN
IRAQ/USA (13 MINS)
The story of Hameed who is an Iraqi refugee who was granted United Nations-guaranteed safe passage, to the USA.

7:00 PM
LATINO: THE CHANGING FACE OF AMERICA
USA (58 MINS.)
Explores the demographic revolution in the United States—Americans raised to be proud of their Mexican heritage.

EXILED
MEXICO/USA (30 MINS)
Tells the stories of two deported US military veterans in Tijuana, Mexico.
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CONTACT DR. ELENA DE COSTA AT EDECOSTA@CARROLLU.EDU FOR MORE INFORMATION.